This commentary, after outlining the broader rationale for open access in scholarly publishing, makes three arguments to support the claim that media and communication scholars should be at the forefront of the open access movement: (1) The topics that we write about are inescapably multimedia, so our publishing platforms should be capableat the very least-of embedding the objects that we study; (2) media studies, owing to their fragmentation and marginality, can sidestep the prestige "penalty" that drags down
International Journal of Communication 10(2016) scientific norms does not qualify "communalism" for those affiliated with institutions that can afford a $15,000 a year subscription to Cell. Knowledge sharing is a means to make more and better knowledge, to be sure, but it is also an end in itself. We rightly recoil from proprietary knowledge cultures, such as those in industry, which hoard ideas as competitive advantage.
So, the principle of openness is not new. The key development is that some of the old, practical barriers to spreading our work have fallen away. We shelved journal volumes in dusty stacks for centuries because the printed codex was-had been-the best means to widen access over, say, the chain libraries of medieval monasteries. Now that the open Internet has relegated the bound journal volume to chainlibrary status, we have the opportunity, and the ethical obligation, to widen access still further.
This first justification-the principle of openness-is the moral backdrop to the second. The main point is that there is a systemic mismatch between the existing, paywalled publishing arrangements and the promise of worldwide access. The villain is the for-profit scholarly publishing conglomerate, which extracts windfall profits through extortionate subscription fees. In an eerie echo of the octopus-like mediaconsolidation charts of the 1990s, just five companies publish most of what scholars produce. Fully twothirds of all social science papers are published by the Big Five: Elsevier, SAGE, Springer Nature, WileyBlackwell, and Taylor & Francis. That is up from just 15% in the early 1970s (Larivière, Haustein, & Mongeon, 2015) . The five companies generate profit margins that Fortune 500 CEOs would slobber all over. Elsevier, for example, cleared $1 billion in profit in 2014-an astonishing 34% margin (Cookson, 2015) . The galling bit is that all those profits are nothing but our labor. Scholars, in an honorable tradition, donate intellectual work and lend expertise to review and edit one another. Springer Nature, Wiley, and the other oligopolists bundle that labor and then sell it back to us-to our universities-for budget-crushing prices. Many academic institutions, especially outside the rich West, cannot afford the entrance fees. Even the wealthiest schools, including Harvard and Stanford, are struggling to keep pace with the annual subscription hikes (Sample, 2012) ; over the past 40 years, as the for-profit oligopoly took hold, more and more library resources have gone to serials, with the predictable result that everything else, including monograph budgets, has suffered proportional declines (Odlyzko, 2015) . The result is a locked gate for much of the world, including vast stretches of academia and every last member of the curious public. In exchange for depleted library budgets and labor exploitation that would make Engels blush, we get outsourced copyediting and formatted tables. Behind a paywall. 1 1 Some commercial publisher defenders have pointed to the rise of "Big Deal" contracts that libraries negotiate with publishers, usually involving multiyear commitments and a large bundle of journals. The argument is that the Big Deal trend has greatly expanded access to serials (see Odlyzko, 2015, pp. 132-133, 142-144) . Although it is true that the Big Deal trend has widened access to journals, thanks to dynamic pricing and discounts to smaller and poorer institutions, the business practice-which resembles the block-booking strategy of movie studios, outlawed by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1948-is shrouded in secrecy and likely serves to "entrance the publishers, their profits, and their inefficiency" (Odlyzko, 2015, p. 146) . The Big Deal, in other words, is an additional hurdle in the effort to provide unfettered access to scholarship (Edlin & Rubinfeld, 2004) .
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On these grounds, more than 15,000 academics have pledged to boycott Elsevier, perhaps the most egregious profiteer among the Big Five (http://thecostofknowledge.com). The entrenchment of the existing system, ironically, is abetted by our own scholarly societies, which typically derive a large share of their budgets from subscription revenues. In fact, in most cases, the actual publishing of associationsponsored journals-often venerable flagships-has been outsourced to the same stable of information conglomerates (Willinsky, 2004) . Now dependent on all that closed-access cash, these nonprofit societies stand as an ironic impediment to the spread of their own members' scholarship.
OA publishing is not costless, but all the best estimates suggest that the publishing expense of typesetting, copyediting, and the rest represents a small fraction of the oligopolists' subscription prices (Wexler, 2015) . It is true that there are problems with the prevailing model of OA funding-authorprocessing charges, often-steep fees that submitting authors (or their funders) pay to cover publication expenses (Solomon & Björk, 2012 )-but cheaper and fairer models are gaining traction.
2 There will always be costs associated with publication, but the Budapest declaration's two points-cheaper, worldwide distribution via the Internet hitched to scholars' principled willingness to write and edit for free-mean that much broader access can be obtained for a fraction of the billions of dollars sloshing around in the existing tolled system. The savings, realized and potential, from online publication and digital workflows have not been returned to the academic community (Odlyzko, 2015) . These have gone instead to the shareholders of Springer Nature and Taylor The third and final justification for OA is venal: Scholarship that is freely accessible gets cited more. The reading and citation bump from OA publication is significant for the natural sciences (McCabe & Snyder, 2014; Wang, Liu, Mao, & Fang, 2015) . 3 What is fascinating is that social scientists appear to benefit much more than their natural science counterparts, perhaps because a slimmer proportion of all social science is published openly, leading those works to stand out. A recently published study of citation patterns in political science found a "clear OA citation advantage" (Atchison & Bull, 2015, p. 136) . Another recently published study, this one on law-review articles, found a giant citation uptick for OA publications.
"For every two citations an article would otherwise receive," the authors wrote, "it can expect a third when made freely available on the Internet" (Donovan, Watson, & Osborne, 2015, p. 1) . A 2014 study of leading economics journals, meanwhile, found a "significant OA effect" across the 13 titles, "robust across three different bibliometric databases" (Wohlrabe & Birkmeier, 2014, p. 8 An analysis of OA citation rates in the discipline (Schultz, 2016) found that OA articles garnered twice as many cites as their tolled counterparts. There is nothing shameful about this boost or the underlying motive for individual researchers to expand their scholarly visibility. In theory at least, a scholar's private interest in recognition and reputation should align with (and thereby motor) the growth of high-quality knowledge. In the OA case, the reward-system principle seems to hold, especially given that the citation gains are presumably the result of wider access.
The case for OA is compelling across the academic world. If anything, the media and communication fields should find these developments even more persuasive. We have field-specific reasons to engage with OA and attendant experimentations in what is, after all, scholarly communication.
New Publishing Platforms
A case that makes the point is MediaCommons (http://mediacommons.futureofthebook.org), the "digital scholarly network" founded nearly 10 years ago by the Institute for the Future of the Book (Fitzpatrick & Santo, 2006) . The still-flourishing project was, from its inception, explicitly focused on the "field of media studies." The key figures in the initiative, Kathleen Fitzpatrick and Avi Santo, cited a number of reasons for singling out media scholars. On the intellectual side, they cannily observed that media researchers already study the tools that MediaCommons would deploy, permitting a "productive self-reflexivity." They also pointed to media scholars' unique need for multimedia affordances to produce media-related work: We must "quote" from the many-formatted artifacts we study, after all, and perhaps even analyze in kind. Their final rationale, they wrote in the initiative's announcement was "structural":
We're convinced that media studies scholars will need to lead the way in convincing tenure and promotion committees that new modes of publishing like this network are not simply valid but important. As media scholars can make the "form must follow content" argument convincingly, and as tenure qualifications in media studies often include work done in media other than print already, we hope that media studies will provide a key point of entry for a broader reshaping of publishing in the humanities. (Fitzpatrick & Santo, 2006, para. 3)
Fitzpatrick and Santo, in other words, saw media scholars as ambassadors, out to convince hidebound colleagues and administrators that multimedia and other "alternative" scholarship is legitimate and tenure-worthy. Even if that tack-media studies as a field-specific beachhead-has yet to win over many evaluation committees, the reasoning applies to OA experimentation in general. We really do have a plausible rationale for experimenting with OA-based alternatives to the hardcover monograph and tolled journal article.
In the 10 years since its founding, MediaCommons has piloted a number of mold-breaking publishing models. In a similar spirit, MediaCommons hosts The New Everyday, a journal-like platform that, however, departs from traditional publishing in a pair of innovative ways (http://mediacommons.futureofthebook.org/tne/).
The site has no editorial gatekeeping; anyone with a free MediaCommons account can publish a standalone piece or curate a "cluster" of themed posts. They call it "publish-then-filter": The idea is for comments, sharing, and endorsements to serve as a postpublication editorial sieve. The second departure is The New Everyday's standard post length. The site aims for contributions of 900 to 1,500 words-a "middle state" longer than a blog post, but shorter than a journal article.
With its journal inTransition, finally, MediaCommons has retained peer review, but has taken aim at the scholarly "writing" itself (http://mediacommons.futureofthebook.org/intransition/). The journal, collaboratively published with the U.S. film studies association Society for Cinema and Media Studies, hosts video "essays" as analogue to the traditional, 8,000-word journal article. The tie-in with media studies-the reason this field should be experimenting with scholarly form-is given a muscular defense.
With audiovisual formats, media scholars can write "using the same very materials that constitute their objects of study" ([in]Transition, n.d., para. 2). The fascinating claim is that shared form offers a special kind of insight: making sense of a moving-image culture through moving images.
Motley by design, this stable of MediaCommons experiments makes an in-kind argument for media and communication researchers to take up new scholarly formats, with OA as their baseline. If anything, the MediaCommons projects are circumscribed by their focus on just one of the U.S. field's four scholarly cultures, the one with roots in film studies (cf. Pooley, 2016) . As a result, the initiative's exploratory efforts have not registered much with the other academic formations that study media, which include not just humanists but also social science-oriented scholars in speech, in the media research field centered on the mass communication trades (housed in journalism schools), and another detached from those trades (e.g., at the two Annenberg Schools). The interdisciplinary field of film studies-which has over the past decade adopted the "and media studies" label with alacrity-is populated by scholars trained in literary and aesthetic analysis, with many located in traditional language (e.g., English, German) disciplines. Arguably, the most exciting embrace of MediaCommons has been among the small, humanities-centric world rethinking scholarly publication in the age of digital humanities, exemplified by media-centric from the beginning, aiming to publish work on the "social, cultural and political impact of new media" (Bailey, 2007, para. 1) . Michigan-the leading big-university OA trailblazer-had chosen media studies as the topical focus for its self-described "incubator" imprint, meant to "develop an open and participatory publishing model" and "new modes of collaboration" between reader and writer (Bailey, 2007, paras. 3, 6) . The imprint was also an explicit test of library-press cooperation, with the university's library system a key partner in the digital culture initiative (see Faisal, Schleif, Washington, & York, 2007, p. iii) .
By 2009, the University of Michigan Press announced that its scholarly monographs would, going forward, get published digitally, with print-on-demand as a secondary option for paper holdouts (Jaschik, 2009) . The same year, the press effectively merged with the university's library, forming Michigan Publishing (http://www.publishing.umich.edu/about/) as its scholarly publications hub (Swanson, 2009 There is an analogy to be drawn, too, with Dallas Smythe's notion of the audience commodity.
Back in the late 1970s, Smythe (1977) made the startling but compelling point that couch-bound TV viewers are a product that broadcast networks sell to advertisers. All that television programming, he wrote, amounts to a "free lunch" exchanged for the viewers' work of watching. If Smythe's point that audience attention is labor was an arguable stretch, the multibillion dollar valuations of Silicon Valley startups vindicated the Canadian political economist's core insight decades later. In this respect, SAGE is not all that different from Facebook: Our journal submissions are uncompensated, user-generated content that-like Facebook posts-get aggregated, repackaged, and sold back to us. Although the publishers' main rent-skimming tactic is subscriptions, not tailored ads, the basic dynamic is shared. Media industry scholars already have the analytic toolkit to draw these parallels.
Wiley and Elsevier are a big part of the story. We should also train our scholarly scrutiny on the dizzying, buzzy array of new models and experiments themselves. After all, OA-especially in its authorpays incarnations-could substitute one kind of inequality (pay-to-publish) for the other (pay-to-read).
Even respected nonprofit initiatives such as the Public Library of Science's stable of natural science titles charge author fees that come close to an adjunct professor's pay for an entire course. 4 There are other OA and-comments tallies and mete out packaged bits of authenticity to keep their audiences "engaged." It is fame on a smaller scale, but it is metricized fame propelled by rich-get-richer algorithmic dynamics.
As media researchers, we can bring this work to bear on scholarly communication. Academics, after all, are already "publishing" on social media, with journal article shares on Twitter the quintessential "altmetric." There is, moreover, a parallel universe of academic microcelebrities who have amassed large followings on social media and, to a lesser extent, blogs. The sociology of academic reputationtraditionally fixated on citations and mass-media visibility-should be updated to account for the "demotic turn" in scholarly life. Indeed, the most compelling applications of media scholarship will take up the academic world analogues to Instagram and Snapchat. Academic social networks such as Academia.edu and ResearchGate, although generating some high-profile criticism, have largely escaped scholarly
scrutiny. Yet, both networks have powerful and partially overlapping purchase, with Academia.edu boasting about 36 million unique monthly visitors and even more many academic members (Academia.edu, n.d.).
These networks represent a notable extension of the unbundling dynamics, as they shift the center of gravity from, say, institution or journal title to the scholar herself. Academia.edu and
ResearchGate also serve as thinly veiled PDF-sharing repositories, akin to Napster circa 1994. Together with piracy sites such as Sci-Hub, the pair of aca-networks are establishing a de facto regime of OA. 5 Most fascinating of all is the manner by which the two sites mimic core social media conventions, down to follower counts and activity notifications. Curated profiles with pics, a News Feed-like scrollable bulletin of followers' uploads, a "Bookmark" analogue to the social media heart button, and even incessant prompts Facebook's EdgeRank algorithms, Academia.edu recently introduced article-specific PaperRank scores, which are used to compute a scholar's overall AuthorRank. 6 We have, in other words, a scholarly Klout score, each of us (see Duffy & Pooley, forthcoming) .
Perhaps it is not surprising that both academic social networks are backed by Silicon Valley venture capital firms. Academia.edu boasts about raising $17.7 million from "a range of investors,"
5 Academia.edu, on its landing page, is unabashed: "Academia is the easiest way to share papers with millions of people across the world for free. A study recently published in PLoS ONE found that papers uploaded to Academia receive a 69% boost in citations over 5 years." The cited paper is by Niyazov et al. (2016) . One of the paper's coauthors is Richard Price, founder and CEO of Academia.edu, and five other coauthors are employees of the network (Academia.edu, n.d. The push for OA is not responsible for academic social networks, most-e-mailed leaderboards, or even postpublication peer review. Unbundling is happening at tolled journals too, and most Academia.edu papers are anything but OA. Nevertheless, the OA movement is hitched to these developments, in practice and by perception, in the same sense that exciting experiments in new publishing formats are often faithful to OA ideals. The changes roiling the way we share knowledge are tied up in, for better and worse, the push for OA. As media scholars, we have a unique bundle of concepts, traditions, and methods to scrutinize the new publishing landscape-venture capital warts and all.
Conclusion
Why haven't media and communication researchers already taken up the OA cause in large numbers? Many OA innovations have sprung from our fields, after all, and we have less to lose, arguably, from abandoning the legacy journal system. We also have the analytic traditions to scrutinize, and perhaps improve, the way academics go about sharing knowledge. So why has the OA promise gone (mostly) unfulfilled in communication research? The main explanation is that, as a bundle of humanities and social science fields, media studies reflect the wider gap between the natural sciences and everyone else on OA adoption and support. Article-sharing cultures and infrastructures, such as physicists' arXiv, were established decades ago, driven in part by these sciences' fast-moving "urban" communication needs (Becher & Trowler, 2001) . It is also true that, especially in the more humanities-oriented media fields, the monograph is prized above the journal article. For economic and historical reasons, the overwhelming focus of OA initiatives, until recently, has centered on serials to the exclusion of books (Maron, Mulhern, Rossman, & Schmelzinger, 2016) .
The biggest challenge for OA, across the academy and not just in media research, is the dead weight of the past-the accretions of prestige that coat the oldest (and invariably tolled) publications. A flagship journal's reputation is congealed sentiment, preserved by submission habits and self-feeding "impact factor" metrics. Its status depends on collective belief that is, in circular fashion, affirmed by the effects of that belief. High rejection rates boost quality and win over tenure committees-outcomes that double back to the title's prestige.
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The problem, of course, is that the professional associations that own these titles rely on the rents they extract from Wiley, SAGE, and the others. A discipline's scholars could all walk away-train their attention, and submit their papers, elsewhere-but they would all need to leave at the same moment. This has happened; recall the mass defection of Lingua's editorial staff, who left Elsevier in late 2015 to establish an OA alternative, Glossa (Moody, 2015) . A similar strategy is to transform existing tolled publications into OA titles. Harvard's Office for Scholarly Communication recently published a report on "journal-flipping," with an aggressive "major goal": to "identify specific scenarios that have been used or proposed for transitioning subscription journals to OA so that these scenarios can provide options for others seeking to 'flip' their journals to OA" (Solomon, Laakso, & Björk, 2016, p. 10) . There is something cinematic and thrilling about journal flipping as an answer to OA's hobbling collective action problem.
Submitting to a low-prestige OA title is an act of quixotic self-sacrifice, whereas flipping a journal gets at the main thing propping up a publication's status: the ongoing labor and attention scholars invest.
Still, such an extraction effort will prove long and costly for most disciplines, if the effort succeeds at all. In media studies, we hold a paradoxical advantage. Spread out and polyglot, marginal even, we have no real journal hierarchy to topple. We can take the OA plunge without the same reputational chill.
Tenured scholars, in particular, have the academic indemnity to divert their article submissions to OA journals and to press book publishers to release their monographs as print-on-demand/free-download hybrids. New OA titles, such as Media Industries (established in 2013), have gained quick and citationvalidated traction. Sure, we might flip some journals to OA, but our opportunity-our reward for arriving late, out on the university's periphery-is that we have a whole field to flip.
